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Introduction
Maritime navigation
I Goal: collision avoidance
I Need for resilient PNT
I Depend on GNSS
I Shutdown Loran-C
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Introduction
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Why Maritime Radio Beacon?
I Range around 300km
I Propagation as ground
wave
I Testbed starting 2020
http://r-mode-baltic.eu/
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R-Mode enabled Transmitter
Signal
I MSK on carrier
frequency




I Helgoland 298.5 kHz
I Zeven 303.5 kHz
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Theory









(t − kTs) + ϕk
)
ϕk: Memory of MSK
ωc: Carrier frequency
bk: k Bit
k: Number of sent bits
Ts: Bit duration












Problem: Ambiguities of 250m
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Phase Estimation MSK
Hilbert transform
I Transform to analytic signal
I Implementation as filter
I Real time capable
I Compare to generic signal
Xˆ = −j X(jω) sgn(ω)
g(t) = H{f} (t) = f(t) ∗ 1
pit
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R-Mode Signal Spectrum
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Simulation Result Hilbert Transform






















Y : Hilbert transform of X
b: Amplitude vector
k: Number of tones
N: Number of samples
1
T : Sample rate
ω: angular frequency
θ: Phase offset
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Estimate CW phase
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R-Mode Signal Spectrum with CW estimation
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Measurements
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Measurement Campaign
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Distance Estimation CW
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Distance Estimation CW-Beat
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Distance Estimation MSK
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Conclusion
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Conclusion
I Phase estimation
I SDR Maritime Radio Beacon
receiver
I EMI on SDR receiver in MF
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Outlook
I Find reason for disturbances
I Further investigation of phase
estimation
I Correction factor
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Estimate MSK phase
Maximum likelihood estimation












No Solution for small SNR
x(t): received signal
α˜: test values data bit
θ˜: test value phase
τ˜ : test value bit timing
ψ(α, t): Phase information
Es: power per bit














(Xn − µn)2 + (Yn − νn)2
]
with
α = [ω,b, θ]
µn = b cos(ωtn + θ)
νn = b sin(ωtn + θ)
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Estimate CW phase
Maximum likelihood estimation
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